


All games below are included in the GAMBLING GREEN™ game suite!

In LINE ACTION players may choose between the following core games:

BIG CITY 5‘S™ o� ers an innovative Pot Feature 
and an exciting Free Games Feature. The game is 
ideal for bonus chasers and players looking for an 
excellent balance between „time on device“ and 
volatile game play.

In GYPSY MOON™, the Gypsy is wild. Three 
or more scattered Astro Sign symbols trigger 
the Gypsy Moon Free Game Feature, where 
players can win up to 600(!) free games.

In GOLDIFY™ players can “goldify” symbols 
by touching them. The base games‘ volatility 
depends on the player selection and so does 
the bonus.

THRILLER JACKPOTS features this proven top-performing CASH FEVER™ standalone progressive title:

Players can experience the 2-level Circle of 
Cards Bonus in GYPSY FORTUNE™ as well 
as the Mystic Moon Bonus in addition to the 
well-known CASH FEVER Bonus.

The magical coins of SPHINX™ take players 
on a mystical journey revealing hidden tre-
asures in the bonus features.

In BRILLIANT FRUITS™ all wins are paid left 
to right only. This classic slot game pays the 
top award for 5 Diamond symbols on a pay-
line and has stacked symbols on all reels.

CLASSIC SLOTS features the following traditional volatile, low-line games:

In the Free Game Bonus of GYPSY MAGIC EX-
TREME™ players can choose out of di� erent 
combinations of free games with multipliers. 
All symbols appear stacked for very high wins.

Come and explore the diamond filled cave 
of MIGHTY MINER™ EXTREME where the 
Miner is wild and substitutes for all symbols 
except scatter.

GAMBLERS‘ CHOICE features top performing games in an extremely volatile version with rich-paying bonus features:

SPHINX WILD™ features a stacked symbol ap-
proach combined with the Golden Mask Sur-
rounding Wild Feature. Pyramid scatter symbols 
trigger the Free Game Bonus selection screen.

Available in both European (0) or American (00) roulette, and featuring two 
modes of play to suit players‘ preferences, Master ROULETTE™ o� ers bet pat-
tern memory, draw history, and on-demand previous game details. Superior 3D 
animation brings the ball and wheel to life on the top screen.

WINNING NUMBERS features the world-wide casino classic:


